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RSV (respiratory syncytial virus) is the most frequent cause of lower respiratory tract
infection in infants, with a hospitalization rate up to 35 per 1,000 children younger
than one year (1). RSV causes bronchiolitis, wheezing bronchitis and
bronchopneumonia demanding respiratory support. Altogether 10% of RSV positive
hospitalized children need intensive care (2). RSV infection can be severe particularly
in preterm infants and infants with severe congenital heart defects. In high-risk
children, monthly prophylaxis with monoclonal antibody decreases the severity of
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RSV illness during the epidemics. Anticipating the timing of the RSV season is
important for cost-efficient use of prophylaxis with monoclonal antibody. In recent
years, data on RSV epidemiology have increased through better availability of fast
PCR methods. Many countries have included detection of RSV to influenza
surveillance system.

Epidemiology of RSV shows major differences between countries but consistency
within countries in time (1,3). In most countries, the start, end and peak of the
epidemic differs only 1-3 weeks between the seasons (3). Interestingly, in Nordic
countries, biennial epidemiological pattern is typical with a large epidemic every two
years alternating with a minor one. This kind of biennial seasonality has been
reported, in addition to Nordic countries, in Croatia and Germany (1,4).

In Finland, the biennial RSV epidemic pattern has been particularly clear, as the
minor peak in late spring and early summer have almost conjoined with the major
winter peak later the same year, causing peculiar epidemiological pattern with every
second winter without any or very few RSV cases (5). During the last decade, we
recognized in clinical practice, however, that anticipating the next RSV epidemic
season and the optimal timing of prophylaxis with monoclonal antibody became
increasingly difficult. We suspected that the epidemiological pattern was changing.
As RSV seasonality has been described to be constant in time within countries, we
aimed to document the suspected change in RSV epidemiology in Finland. To
analyse RSV seasonality in Finland, we used the numbers of monthly RSV positive
respiratory samples in all ages in 1995-2018.

The numbers of RSV positive samples were retrieved from the National Infectious
Diseases Register (NIDR), a comprehensive database of the National Institute for
Health and Welfare, Helsinki, Finland comprising all RSV positive samples from the
microbiological laboratories in Finland since 1995. The anonymized NIDR registry
data, including the date of sampling, the age group and hospital district, is freely
available online for data retrieval for clinicians and researchers. To describe the
seasonality of RSV in Finland, we retrieved the total monthly numbers of RSV
positive samples in Finland from the NIDR, including all hospital districts and age
groups. We plotted the monthly numbers of RSV positive samples to describe the
epidemic peaks from January 1995 to December 2018.

In odd years in 1990’s and early 00’s, a large epidemic starting in November followed
rapidly after earlier small spring epidemic in May (Figure). In even years after the
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major epidemic peak, RSV cases were virtually absent. In 2008 epidemiological
pattern changed in Finland. Since 2008, the RSV epidemics started to occur regularly
every winter, peaking in February to May (Figure). Biennial pattern was still seen in
the number of RSV cases but the intervals between the peaks level out (Figure). The
observed higher absolute number of annual RSV cases in recent years most likely
reflects the more easily available PCR-based diagnostics.

Our main finding was that RSV seasonality changed within a country in time. The
reason for the observed change in RSV epidemiology in Finland is not known.
Climate and temperature may influence the epidemiology of RSV (2). Influenza H1N1
in 2009 has been suggested to have affected RSV epidemiology. The interplay
between bacteria and viruses may change viral epidemiology. Universal
pneumococcal conjugate vaccination in infants was started in Finland in 2010. The
shift of the RSV epidemic peak, however, seems to have occurred in Finland already
in 2008. To our knowledge, similar changes have not yet been reported from other
countries.

In addition to changing RSV epidemiology, we noted that active viral diagnostics in
recent years showed a markedly increased number of annual RSV cases. Influenza
testing has changed during the years of this study and PCR based methods have
replaced antigen testing. Most paediatric clinics in Finland perform active viral
diagnostics throughout the year. Recently, active RSV diagnostics has increased
among adults and the elderly, in particular accompanied with influenza surveillance. It
seems unlikely, however, that the clear change in the seasonality of RSV is due to
changes in laboratory methods and clinical practice. Strength of our study is that we
had a comprehensive national registry data comprising all microbiologically confirmed
RSV cases for 25 years available. We lacked however, the total number of obtained
samples in the national registry data. Thus, the absolute length of the epidemic is
difficult to measure in the present study as compared to other studies (1).

In conclusion, our study shows that RSV epidemiological pattern can change in time
within one country. Documented change in RSV epidemiology demonstrates the
importance of ongoing surveillance of RSV epidemiology to timely implement
preventing strategies.
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Figure legend.

Total number of monthly RSV cases in all age groups in National Infectious Diseases
Registry in Finland in 1995-2018. Number of RSV cases 1995-2006 (upper line):
every odd year a small spring epidemic was followed by a large epidemic peaking
around December. After 2007 (lower line) the epidemics started to peak every year
around March. Time in months between RSV epidemic peaks is presented in the
figure.
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